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1. Application of the novel method to layered planar materials

Supplementary Figure 1 shows the damage-depth profiles for a 2 layered

material as obtained explicitly from iradina (black line) and from using the

novel method in Section 2 (blue line). Figure 1 shows the profiles for an Fe

ion entering a Fe layer followed by an Al layer. In Supplementary Figure 2,

the Fe PKA instead first enters an Al layer, followed by an Fe layer. Supple-

mentary Figures 3 and 4 are the same as 1 and 2 but replace Al with NiAl.

5 PKA energies are simulated, with single interface location set at multiples

of the Bragg peak of the damage profile in the pure material. Discrepancies

observed at a few nm from the interface are due to the novel method not

tracking individual atoms and sub-cascades as explained in text, but other-

wise excellent agreement between the novel method and exact calculation is

observed in all simulations.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Damage-depth profiles for 2-layer planar materials due to Fe

PKAs, for multiple energies, and with interfaces at various multiples of the Bragg peak

depth in the pure material. Black lines show the exact profile as calculated directly by

iradina, blue line shows the profiles as calculated using the novel method presented in

Section 3. This shows a Fe-Al material.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Damage-depth profiles for 2-layer planar materials due to Fe

PKAs, for multiple energies, and with interfaces at various multiples of the Bragg peak

depth in the pure material. Black lines show the exact profile as calculated directly by

iradina, blue line shows the profiles as calculated using the novel method presented in

Section 3. This shows a Al-Fe material.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Damage-depth profiles for 2-layer planar materials due to Fe

PKAs, for multiple energies, and with interfaces at various multiples of the Bragg peak

depth in the pure material. Black lines show the exact profile as calculated directly by

iradina, blue line shows the profiles as calculated using the novel method presented in

Section 3. This shows a Fe-NiAl material.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Damage-depth profiles for 2-layer planar materials due to Fe

PKAs, for multiple energies, and with interfaces at various multiples of the Bragg peak

depth in the pure material. Black lines show the exact profile as calculated directly by

iradina, blue line shows the profiles as calculated using the novel method presented in

Section 3. This shows a NiAl-Fe material.
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2. Effects of length scales on the spatial distribution of radiation

damage

Here we investigate over what length scales it is important to account for

the microstructure explicitly. We do this by considering a circular precipitate

of Ni embedded within a Fe matrix, as shown in Supplementary Figure 5(a).

The window area used in the simulations is 200×200 pixels in size, and each

pixel is 2 nm in length. The simulation was performed for various circle radii

r =10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 nm. Crucially, Ni and Fe have similar mass

(MFe=55.845, MNi=58.693), similar atomic density (NFe = 8.49× 1022 cm−3,

NNi = 9.14× 1022 cm−3), and same Ed =40 eV. Thus, any differences ob-

served in this test case are expected to be magnified in systems comprising

more dissimilar pairs of materials.

Supplementary Figure 5: Damage profiles as function of distance x for various sized Ni

particles of radius r in a Fe matrix. Dotted lines show interface locations. Dashed line

shows the dpa value of bulk Ni.

Near the interface, a maximum (minimum) in the radiation damage profile

can be observed on the inside (outside) of the particle. This then levels out to

the intrinsic values of the bulk phases at a distance of approximately 100 nm.
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This length is consistent with the range for PKAs generated in the Ni and

Fe phases travelling in both Ni and Fe materials.

The local minima and maxima in damage are due to the screening effect

discussed in text. Here we note that the increase in local damage is greater

for the smaller the particle sizes. In fact, for particles with radius smaller

than 60 nm, no damage plateau is observed and the maximum damage is at

the centre of the particle. At this size, few PKAs are generated within the

Ni particle itself, and most of the collision cascades originate from the Fe

phase, and these can penetrate all the way through, leading to an overlap

of individual damage profile, and thus a local maximum at the center of the

Ni particle. In the limit where the particle size approaches zero, the damage

across the whole material will be that of homogeneous FeNi solid solution,

as there will be negligible volume of Ni phase.

3. Finite size effects

Here we consider in detail one technical limitations associated with study-

ing the damage evolution in finite volumes of materials, and propose two

practical solutions. The artifact discussed here is not strictly linked to our

proposed method, and applies more broadly to any approach that considers

the damage in a region of materials caused by PKAs generated outside of

the region of interest.

Due to the finite size of the volume considered, we expect to see a decrease

in value near the volumes edge, as PKAs originating nearby, but outside the

calculation volume, are not included in the calculation. The range beyond

which no PKA can cause damage in the volume of interest is determined
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by the Bragg peak of the highest energy PKA, and it is therefore known

a priori. However, only a small portion of the PKA flux falls within that

energy bin, thus in practice one does not need to extend the buffer by one

full PKA range. Instead, a simple convergence test can be carried out to

identify a suitable buffer size.

Supplementary Figure 6 shows an example of convergence test for a

100×100 nm window of pure Fe material exposed to a PWR flux. The colour

scale represents the contribution of each pixel in the full image to the damage

calculated within the window (blue border). In the buffer region, the contri-

bution to the damage inside the region decays towards zero. The transport

range of 100 keV Fe PKAs in Fe is ∼100 nm, and beyond this distance from

the window edge, the contributions drop by 2 orders of magnitude compared

to the centre of the image (purple to black regions). Contributions still oc-

cur due to the higher energy PKAs (MeV range), and lighter secondary ions

generated by transmuting neutron interactions such as H and He. These ions

however are produced with frequencies that are orders of magnitude smaller,

and hence have a significantly smaller effect on the damage distribution.

Supplementary Figure 6(b) shows the damage calculated when only PKAs

originating from within the window are considered, while (c) shows the dam-

age when PKAs from the full image are considered. The inclusion of a buffer

region leads to near-constant damage (a clear sign of convergence) and also

higher dpa values overall. All case studies of idealised microstructure pre-

sented above (i.e. circular particles embedded in a matrix) were performed

with a buffer region 100 nm thick.
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(a) (b) (c)

Supplementary Figure 6: Finite size effect of the proposed method: (a) the contribution

to the total amount of damage in the window (blue box) from each source pixel of the full

image. (b-c) dpa experienced in the window when (b) only PKAs from within the window

are included or (c) all PKAs from window and buffer are included.

There may be times where the available image or volume of the mi-

crostructure is already limited in size, and it is desirable to minimise the

loss of information. Thus, we propose an alternative method, which creates

a fictitious but representative volume of material to use as buffer. In this

approach, the image (or volume) is flipped and tiled to produce a larger

“mosaic” like pattern with the center tile selected as the window in which to

perform the calculation. Supplementary Figure 7 shows an example of this

procedure, applied to the ferritic superalloy microstructure used in text. This

method ensures that there are no discontinuities at the boundary between

one tile and the next.
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Supplementary Figure 7: Left: original TEM image from [1]. Center: image after reducing

resolution and applying a monochromatic filter. Right: mosaic image, used as the full

image in the calculation. The window area is outlined in red. The reduced image is

72×69px and has pixels of size 7.94 nm.

4. Convergence of the number of energy bins used in BCA

In order to create the data library that is used in the spatial distribution

algorithm, every PKA species and energy generated by the neutron flux

needs to have energy-distance, and damage-distance simulations run in both

phases. The damage rate for pure Fe in a PWR flux (Supplementary Figure

8) was calculated using the new technique for all PKA species with various

numbers of energy bins. For 2, 10 and 50 logarithmically spaced bins per

magnitude, the damage rates obtained were 1.32× 10−7, 1.26× 10−7 and

1.25× 10−7 dpa s−1 respectively. For comparison, the NRT value obtained

from SPECTRA-PKA was 1.11× 10−7 dpa s−1.

The difference in values between the two methods is expected as different

interatomic potentials are used in the two formulations [2]. This difference is

not detrimental though as it is well known that BCA simulations and NRT

calculations vastly overestimate the actual damage values in the material [3].

The values obtained by the new technique are reasonably insensitive to
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the resolution of the energy bins used, differing by only 5%. To capture

an accurate representation of the damage distribution through the material,

it is hence sufficient to use a low energy bin resolution (i.e. 2 energies per

magnitude) such that all scales of PKA penetration though the material are

represented.

Supplementary Figure 8: Neutron flux for the Paluel PWR reactor from the FISPACT

repository [4].

5. Computational cost

Here we quantify the speed-up of the proposed method by considering

what it would take if one were to calculate the damage distribution in a 2D

microstructure using a large set of conventional BCA calculations to solve

Eq. (1) for all pixel pairs.

The computational time and memory/disc space increases as O(nfnw),

where nf and nw are the total number of pixels in the full image and window

respectively. As discussed in section 3, it is desirable to have nf > nw, not
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only for our method, but also for a conventional brute-force approach, as

the PKAs generated outside of the region of interest also contribute to the

damage in this region.

For the comparison we specify a 210×210 pixel 2D image with 70×70

pixel window, of a material with 2 phases, 5 PKA species per phase, 10

energies per PKA species are simulated, and each BCA simulation takes

approximately 0.5 hrs. On a Xeon Phi 7210 processor, our new approach

requires 50 cpu hours to build the BCA data library (2 phases × 5 PKA

species per phase × 10 energies per species × 0.5 hrs per BCA simulation).

Then, to calculate the damage using this data library and Eq. (1), it takes

in the order of 5× 10−9 hrs per pixel combination per ion. For the given

image, this equates to ∼ 54 cpu hrs (5× 10−9 hrs per pixel combination per

ion × 5 PKAs species per phase × 10 energies per species ×(702 × 2102)

pixel combinations) to complete the calculation. In total, it therefore takes

104 cpu hrs (50+54) to calculate the spatial distribution of damage in this

image. Further calculations of different microstructures containing the same

phases would only take 54 cpu hrs each.

For a brute force calculation on the same image, where a new set of BCA

calculations are run for each combination of pixels, the calculation would

take 0.5 hrs per BCA simulation. That equates to a total of ∼ 5.4× 109

cpu hrs: 5 PKA species per phase × 10 energies per species ×(702 × 2102)

pixel combinations × 0.5 hrs per BCA simulation. Thus, the new technique

is seven orders of magnitude faster then the brute force method for a typical

2D image.
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